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SOLEYCOM  is a private company , based in Sofia , the capital of Bulgaria. The 

company operates in the field of solar energy industry and actively participates in the 

realization of the 'Green Economy' and the formation of the renewable’s sector future in 

Bulgaria and  Europe.  

SOLEYCOM  is specialized in manufacturing of special custom designed PV modules 

and R&D proccess in photovoltaics . The modules are assembled with  photovoltaic cells, that 

can vary in type , size, power, color and efficiency. Also  the arrangement of the cells, the 

transparency of the modules and their technical and physical characteristics are all a matter of 

customer's choice. 

 

The setup of  SOLEYCOM  production facilities  is allowing us to offer custom-made 

products in terms of technical characteristics, design and capacity. Due to expertise 

management and personell we provide at very competitive costs any survey and tests in 

laminated photovoltaics and glass  , prototyping and manufacturing of products.  
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SOLEYCOM  operates  already 4 years in photovoltaic manufacturing and R&D of  solar 

solutions.We are using Weller soldering stations , vaccum laminating machines , auxilliary 

machinery and our experienced personel is ready for different special  productions in out-of-

standart photovoltaics.  Our strength is to work flexible orders, different changing colours , 

sizes and power of cells, modules and materials. Due to low level of labor cost in Bulgaria we 

are offering best possibility out-sourcing in EU of R&D , testing , prototyping , new  scientific 

and materials research in photovoltaics. 
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PRODUCTS 
 

Our main focus and strength  is in research and production of  Small and Special PV modules 

and Building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV).   
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The production facility offers nominal  2 MW per year capacity of special and out-of-standart 

photovoltaic modules , mostly hand soldering and special hand-to-hand manufactured 

solutions . We are able to manufacture very small sizes and irregular shapes of PV modules, 

small voltages and power  such as: 10 x10 cm ,  15x15 cm, 15x30 cm , 30x30 cm , also 

“glass-glass” and encapsulated in different materials. 

We use high quality world leading raw material suppliers -  Solutia Solar, Krempel , Koswire,  

STX Solar, Lof Solar , Amphenol , Semikron , Multicontakt and others .  

We can provide any technical PV solutions of module , quality –wise and price-wise 

components configuration , according to clients requirments .  
 

At the present moment the company is working as R&D partner and supplier of photovoltaic 

modules to italian solar roof-tile project GIELLENERGY TILE. ( www.giellenergy-tile.eu)  

                                  

 

We are looking for partners for colaboration in the field of  micro and small integrated  

photovoltaics , BIPV solutions and architectural solar modules. We provide european origin 

of ready goods, excellent quality and warranty , flexibility and short  terms for delivery .  
 

For  contacts :  

Arch. Alexander Tomov  

Managing  Director 

http://www.giellenergy-tile.eu/

